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Directors Column
Sharing and saving our stories is how

A common theme in our Spring 2015

we pass along our history. We tell

Finial is Collecting. Why do we collect

stories in different and diverse ways.

stuff? Why do we have an interest in

Creating a scrapbook of memories or

collecting one thing over another?

interviewing a grandparent are

What does collecting tell us about

common ways we try to save our
family’s past.

ourselves and our past? Caches &
Curios, our new exhibit opening in May,
will seek to help visitors of all ages

As individuals are capturing their past

answer these questions and more, while

through collecting, the Historical

showcasing the unique collectors and

Society aims to “actively collect”

their caches in Rock County!

objects, photographs, documents and

Enjoy the issue and keep collecting!

oral histories from all periods of Rock
County’s history.

Sincerely,

Please continue to see the RCHS as a
community resource in helping to
preserve and save this heritage, both
past and present.
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Michael Reuter
Executive Director
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GET READY
FOR TOUR
SEASON!
On June 1st, the
Lincoln-Tallman House
doors will open for

TALLMAN’S TECHNOLOGIES: It is 1872 and Mr.
William Morrison Tallman has put his home on
the market. Experience the Lincoln-Tallman
House as a potential homebuyer as you are led
through the halls by Eliza O'Connor—the Tallman’s live-in maid—as she
describes all of the home’s technological attributes.
TRADITIONAL TALLMAN: Are you interested in the Tallman family’s
personal life and what brought a New York family to Janesville? Traditional
Tallman is our longest running award-winning tour that gives you a deeper
look into who the Tallman family was.
You are also now able to book your tours online!
Visit www.tallmantours.org for pricing and tour
times.

visitors to experience
our two different
thematic tours!

Prices and booking information can be found at www.tallmantours.org

Hunt for Easter
Eggs at the
Lincoln-Tallman House

The Easter Bunny returns to the Lincoln-Tallman House!
Face painting, games, an egg hunt, and pictures with the
Bunny will be available for all children who attend. This
event is free and proudly sponsored annually by the St.
William’s Knights of Columbus Council. Beginning at 11am,
the hunt will begin and all children will hunt according to
their age groups. Ages 4 and under will hunt at 11:00 am,
5-6 year olds at 11:30 am, 7-8 year olds at 11:45 am, and 9-10

www.rchs.us

year olds at 12:00 pm. Every child goes home with a goodie
bag! Please come with a canned food donation for Echo’s
food pantry and leave with a lot of fun.
Date: April 4th, 2015
Time: 11:00 am-12:30 pm
Place: 440 N. Jackson St. The Lincoln-Tallman House
Cost: Free!
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Are you a runner, walker, food enthusiast, or someone that
enjoys a warm summer day of fun? The Rock County Historical
Society’s annual 5K event returns this year with a few fun new
twists like a top hat judging contest and selfie spots!
Registration begins at 3:00 pm. Pick up your top hat, beard
and race shirt a week before the race day and decorate them
for our top hat judging contest! Registration and all event
information can be found at www.fundash5k.com.

RUN LIKE A PRESIDENT!
THE LINCOLN-TALLMAN FUN DASH RETURNS
Registration Prices
March 16- May 31 ..................$30.00 - Opt out of a shirt to save $5
June 1-June 19........................$35.00 - Opt out of a shirt to save $5
Same Day Registration......$35.00 - Opt out of a shirt to save $5
Date: June 20, 2015
Time: Race begins at 4:00 pm. Registration and Pick-up
opens at 3:00 pm.
Location: Start line is in front of the Lincoln-Tallman House
located at 440 N. Jackson St.
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OPENING MAY 1, 2015

The cabinets are filled at the Helen Jeffris Wood Museum Center this year as our
brand new exhibit Caches and Curios opens to visitors. We have scoured our
collection here and have asked many to loan us their collections to fill our upper
gallery with the wonderful, most exotic, and neatest items you will ever see! Based
primarily on the ethnological collection of George Kemp Tallman, Caches and Curios
is a celebration of collecting, both the act of and passion for.
Spanning the globe in scope and embracing the disciplines of geology, entomology,
archaeology, and everything else in between, this new exhibition looks at how
collecting has changed over time; including a poignant example of the fine line
between collecting and hoarding. In the exhibit you will experience a multi-sensory
approach to this uniquely human endeavor, while simultaneously experiencing the
weird and wonderful world of the “cabinet of curiosity”.
Guests will have a chance to arrange a small cabinet themselves, add to the butterfly
wall, take lots of pictures, and engage in the frenetic sphere of Victorian Collecting.
Caches and Curios is family friendly and fun for all ages!

The exhibit will run from May 2015 till May 2016
at the Museum Center.
The cost is just $5 for the exhibit and one can find more by visiting
www.rchs.us.
www.rchs.us
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Investing in the community is
not merely our responsibility.
It is our promise.
BMO Harris Bank applauds the great work of
the Rock County Historical Society.

Opening New Doors
Past • Present • Future
Celebrate the Society's storied past as it unveils its vision
for the future by sharing its 15-year Strategic Plan with
the Rock County community.

Wednesday, April 22nd 2015
Janesville Country Club
2615 W. Memorial
Janesville, Wisconsin 53548
5:30 - 9:00 p.m.
Cocktails: 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.
$75.00 per person • $60.00 for RCHS Members
A Benefit to support Phase I goals
of the RCHS Strategic Plan
Tickets available online at www.rchs.us/turnthepage
In-Person at 426 N. Jackson St., Janesville

Live
Auction

History
SWAG

Jazzguise

Strategic
Plan

Selfie
Spot

THANK YOU TO OUR EVENT SPONSORS

www.rchs.us
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SPRING & Summer 2015
For more info on 2015 Rock County Historical Society events, visit: http://www.rchs.us

April
4 - Easter Egg Hunt
11:00 am-12:30 pm. Location at the
RCHS Campus (426 N. Jackson St.)
Bring the entire family down to the
RCHS campus to hunt for Easter eggs
and meet the Easter Bunny.
Free to the public and every child
goes home with a treat!

8 - Annual Meeting (Members Only):
Free for RCHS Members. 6:30pm-8:00
pm. Location at the Helen Jeffris
Wood Museum Center (426 N.
Jackson St.) What happened at the
RCHS in 2014? What exciting things
do we have planned for 2015 and
beyond? If you are not a member, sign
up today! www.rchs.us/membership/

22 - Opening New Doors: Past,
Present, & Future (Public):
5:30pm-9:00pm. $75.00
public/$60.00 for RCHS members.
Location at the Janesville Country
Club (2615 W. Memorial Drive.) Find
out all about the 2015 Strategic Plan,
enjoy dinner and cocktails, dance with
Abraham Lincoln, and watch a
performance by Jazzguise!

MAY
1 - Caches & Curios
Grand Opening:
RCHS’ newest and most interactive
exhibit yet is open to the public! Bring
your entire family to explore the art of
collecting and what collections were
popular throughout history.
Create your own collections at the
exhibit! www.rchs.us/caches-andcurios/

10- Mother’s Day Tours of the
Lincoln-Tallman House:
Mothers tour the Lincoln-Tallman
House for free! Tours run every hour
on the hour from 10am-3pm.
Tickets may be purchased at the
Helen Jeffris Wood Museum Center at
426 N. Jackson St.

JUNE
1- Lincoln-Tallman House Tour
Season Begins!
Tours run every day and begin every
hour on the hour from 10am-3pm.
Tickets may be purchased at the
Helen Jeffris Wood Museum Center at
426 N. Jackson St. www.rchs.us/ or
www.tallmantours.org

21- Father’s Day Tours:
Fathers tour the Lincoln-Tallman
House for free! Tours run every hour
on the hour from 10am-3pm.
Tickets may be purchased at the
Helen Jeffris Wood Museum Center at
426 N. Jackson St.

27- Summer Solstice Fundraising
Dinner

JUly
28- Francis Willard School
Opens for the 4H Fair Week
(July 28th-Aug 2nd)

AUGUST
2- The 58th Annual Tallman
Arts Festival:
Wisconsin’s oldest outdoor art festival
is back again! Every year the Tallman
Arts Festival attracts thousands of
guests and over 100 artists. Shop the
booths, listen to live music and enjoy
lunch on the RCHS campus!
www.rchs.us/tallmanart/

20- Lincoln-Tallman Fun Dash:
4:00 pm-8:00 pm. $30 early bird/
$35 regular registration. Run like a
president in a top hat and beard!
Enjoy a 5K, food, music, children’s
activities, and all kinds of other
summer fun. www.fundash5k.com
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Janesville Historic Walking Tours:
June 13- October 17th .
Enjoy a 60-minute guided tour,
learning about the people, places and
heritage of each neighborhood. All
tours are free. For more information,
see www.rchs.us/jvlwalkingtours.
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VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT:

Ruth Anderson
If you have spent time at the Charles Tallman Archives
and Research Center in recent years, you know what a
valuable asset and essential component Ruth Anderson
has become to its operation. Ruth has been the
volunteer Archive Manager since May of 2002. Prior to
volunteering at the research center, Ruth used the
archives to pull probate records for a personal project,
which showed her how essential the Charles Tallman
Archives and Research Center is to Rock County. Her
belief in the value of the archives inspired her to offer
her services in 2002, when she learned that the current
volunteer managers were retiring. She wanted to
ensure that the information and documents that were
housed at the archives would continue to be available to
anyone who needed access. As an Archive Manager,
Ruth wears many hats. Along with supervising the
other archive

volunteers, planning
various projects, and
assigning queries to
volunteers, Ruth also
interacts with clients
regarding their
requests and
creates billing
statements for
work that has been
completed, along
with preparing
monthly numbers
and financial
reports. As a
lifelong learner, she
enjoys the excitement of learning something new every
week, along with the mental challenges that come with
requests for information and images. When Ruth is not
at the Archives Center, she enjoys spending time with
her grandchildren, sewing clothes for and dressing dolls
as historical figures, and of course, doing research for a
personal genealogical project that she has been
working on for about 30 years. The Rock County
Historical Society is very grateful to have such a
dedicated and knowledgeable volunteer Archive
Manager in Ruth, and hope that you will take the time to
visit the Charles Tallman Archives and Research Center
and get to know her!

CALLING ALL VOLUNTEERS
As Winter comes to a close and warmer weather

Please consider any of the following opportunities:

returns, there are a variety of ways to get involved at

Special Events

the Rock County Historical Society. If you are looking
to volunteer this Spring.
To receive more information or to sign up for
volunteering at RCHS, please contact Amanda Strobel,
Volunteer Manager, by phone at 608-756-4509 ext. 313.

• Annual Meeting – April 8
• Opening New Doors – April 22
• April 23 - 24 - RCHS Arbor Day Campus Clean-Up
• Historic Walking Tours – scheduled Saturday mornings
June - October
• Lincoln-Tallman Fun Dash – June 20
General Areas
• Lincoln-Tallman House Tours
• Front Desk Help
• Maintenance and Campus Care
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CALLING ALL ARTISTS
58th Annual

The Tallman Arts Festival returns for its 58th year!
Our 2015 theme focuses on Sustainability through Art and promoting actions that benefit the
environment of Rock County. We encourage participating artists to create and sell works of art
made from recycled or reused products. Everything from fabrics, glass, wood, and metal are
encouraged to be used to promote the theme.
If you are an artist who uses recycled products or sustainable materials, this is your time to shine!
In addition, there are a host of other activities to engage with this year:
• Commemorative Poster Design Contest with a $500 cash prize!
• Art With Heart: Art created by children and sold to benefit the mission of Project 16:49, to
aid Homeless Teens in Rock County.
• “Sustainability Stations” to help visitors Reduce, Reuse, Recycle!

Vendor Registration:

www.rchs.us/tallmanart

Early Registration:

$60/booth

Deadline:

Friday, May 1, 2015

Open Registration:

$80/booth

Deadline:

Friday, July 3, 2015

Art Show and Sale
The Janesville Art League (JAL) is looking forward to Spring. A new
Art Show and Sale is planned for April 6, 2015 at the Janesville

Photo: Marsha Mood

• Variety of Food Trucks and Restaurants from South Central Wisconsin

Performing Arts Center (JPAC). On March 19, 2015, Karolyn Alexander
will present “Collage My Way “ and on April 16, 2015 Val Saxer will
lead budding artists recreating Van Gogh’s Irises. If you wish to
participate there is a $50.00 fee for materials and reservations are
required (608-754-4544). Our program at JAL on May 21, 2015
highlights Richard Snyder’s stain glass restorations for the Oakhill
Chapel in Janesville. All of these programs are held at the Woman’s
Club 108 S Jackson St. Janesville at 1:00 pm and are open to the
public. For more information on future events, including a bus trip to
Chicago that will feature The Driehaus Museum and more, please
contact Arra Lasse at 608-751-8308 or Elaine Wood at 608-201-8050.
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HISTORIC ROCK COUNTY:

FIRST
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
There are many historic buildings in downtown Janesville,
but perhaps one of the most commanding of them is the
First Congregational Church. Along with being a historic
downtown church with deep roots in the city of
Janesville, it also has a connection to the sixteenth
President of the United States, Abraham Lincoln.
In 1859, although he was not yet president, Abraham
Lincoln was giving speeches to groups of Republicans in
Southern Wisconsin. Upon hearing that Mr. Lincoln
would be speaking in Beloit, Mr. William Morrison
Tallman, a well-to-do resident of Janesville and also a
prominent member of the First Congregational Church,
along with a couple other gentleman, decided to go hear
Mr. Lincoln in Beloit. After hearing his lecture, Mr. Tallman
and those with him convinced Lincoln to come to
Janesville to speak, with Mr. Tallman offering the guest
bedroom of his Janesville mansion to him. Although the
plan was originally for Mr. Lincoln to stay Saturday night
and leave early Sunday morning, confusion over
misplaced boots caused him to miss his train, compelling
him to stay another night. Because of this incident, Mr.
Lincoln agreed to attend church at the First
Congregational Church with the Tallman family on
Sunday morning.
The church structure has been rebuilt twice since
Abraham Lincoln worshipped there on October 2, 1859.
The original structure was taken down to make room for
a larger structure in 1868, with that building burning
down in May of 1875. The structure that stands today
was built after the 1875 fire. Even though the building
has been rebuilt multiple times in the 150 years since
Lincolns visit, the church still takes great pride in their
Lincoln connection and displays artifacts from the church
that were around during Lincoln’s visit. Walking inside
the sanctuary today, you can still feel the presence of
history and feel the awe of standing in a building that
once sheltered a future American President while he
worshipped.
The tall steeple of the First Congregational Church can
be seen from all over Janesville, and adds beauty and
gravity to the cityscape of Janesville. A visit to this
historic building will help you appreciate the integral role
of this church in the Janesville community, and the pride
that the church has in their unique place in the history
of both Janesville and America.

www.rchs.us
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STORIES FROM THE STACKS

When Letters Talk
The volunteer staff of researchers at
the Charles Tallman Archives receives
many interesting research requests
each year from family genealogists in
search of their Rock County ancestral
families. Requests come from all over
the United States and the world by
way of email, and many come from
visitors to the Archives. Our clients
are usually looking for the “footprint”
of their families

When Milton resident Rick Leach
visited the Archives last May, he
brought with him 34 original letters
from the early 1800s written in
longhand. The letters were
correspondence between Jonathan
and Jasper Capper in London,
England, and Warder and Brothers, a
business firm in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. Mr. Leach’s

letters that appeared randomly in
sentences, and the lack of
punctuation was frustrating. As
Warder and Brothers clerks changed,
so did the handwriting; beautiful
flowing script gave way to a hurried
jumble of sentences. We also
encountered wonderful words in
common usage during the time, but
which have fallen into disuse today—
moiety, freshet, and militate among
them—and visited the Internet often
for clarification.
As we continued transcribing the
letters, we realized we were reading
family history. We learned the
Cappers were English Quakers who
were land speculators, and they
purchased several thousand acres of
land in Wayne County, Pennsylvania.
Since they were not citizens of the
United States, they had to appoint an
agent to handle the transactions and
stand as a proxy for them. The
letters, written between 1812 and
1844, told the story of the survey, sale,
and development of their land.

in Rock County—the location of the
family farm; proof of the birth, death,
and marriage of a great grandmother;
the history of a childhood house; a
grandfather’s probate revealing the
cause of the family squabble
whispered about on holidays; and
obituaries, as well as cemetery
records so visits can be made to the
resting places of ancestors. We look
forward to these requests and are as
delighted as our clients when we
locate the answers for them.
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mother purchased the letters at
auction, believing them to have been
written by English ancestors of the
family. Mr. Leach was unsure, however,
and asked if we were interested in
transcribing the letters. We had never
been presented with this kind of
request, but knew it was something
we wanted to do, and that we would
enjoy the challenge.
And so the adventure began! The
longhand script of the early 1800s
was a challenge—the formation of the
double “ss” in words, the fancy capital

We found the letters brimming with
genealogy and American history. We
met many people who figured
prominently in the history of Wayne
County, and learned about the
challenges they faced in the
settlement of the area. The letters
told of the development of the
turnpike and the railroad in Wayne
County, and the effects of the War of
1812 on the Cappers’ business venture.
We waded through ledger sheets that
kept the Cappers informed of their
accounts. In one letter, Warder and
Brothers recommend to the Cappers,
“ . . . that during the continuance of
the present unhappy war thou wilt be
guarded in thy manner of writing us . .
. . .We fear it will be of long
continuance and lead to events fatal

The Finial Spring 2015

to the happiness of both countries.”
In the end, though, the original
question remained: Were these two
Capper men really Mr. Leach’s
ancestors? Since we did not find the
answer in the letters, we used the
letters as a springboard to explore
his Capper family history using
Internet resources. We are now
within one generation of making the
connection, and with our guidance,
Mr. Leach will be working with the
Archives located in Staffordshire,
England, the seat of the Capper
family, to complete the connection.
Mr. Leach’s letters did not have a
direct Rock County connection;
however, they do remind us that
family letters are a wonderful
primary source of family information.
Letters like these provide social
history, as they reveal a great deal
about the time and place in which
their authors lived. That box of your
great grandmother’s letters hiding
on the top shelf of the closet? Now
would be the perfect time to find
them, and get to know your
ancestors by learning about their
lives. It’s bound to enhance your
family history!
Kay Briski and Sharyn Sheen

www.rchs.us
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Make History
for Any Event!
THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR

2015 SPONSORS
LEGACY LEVEL

H I S TO R I C 1 0 0
Harris Ace Hardware
ANGI Energy Systems
Carney Thorpe LLC
Ed & Larry's Fast Service
Flooring & More

hether you are looking for a venue for a wedding ceremony, business
meeting, birthday party, bridal shower, or something else entirely, the Rock
County Historical Society campus has the perfect venue for you. Choose
between our majestic 1857 Italianate mansion—the Lincoln-Tallman House,
the prestigious Helen Jeffris Wood Museum Center or the illustrious Charles
Tallman Archives & Research Center.

Hufcor
JAX Graphics
Mary Terry Design
Novak Networx
Olde Towne Mall

For rental pricing or more information, please contact Meghan Walker at
608-756-4509 ext. 303 or by email at rchswalker@gmail.com

Lisa Karr Photography

W

Gilbank Construction

The Hora Egg Collection
consists of over 50 eggs
and a small nest, “nestled”
in a small wooden box,
formerly a shipping
container for fireworks.

Roots in Rock County: Hora Egg Collection
When traveling abroad in 2015, the weary traveler will

threatened many bird

bring back a memento from a cultural site, a museum, or

populations and as a result,

even in the airport gift shop before heading home.

laws were set in place to

These tokens are status symbols, signs that we have

protect various species.

experienced cultures that are different from our own.

Today, many international

This tradition was no different a hundred years ago,

laws prohibit the selling,

when bringing back animal specimens and cultural relics

shipping and trading of

were common practice, a sign that you were cultured,

migratory bird nests or

well-traveled.

specimens within and
between other countries.

Willa Bagley, an RCHS volunteer, shared such a

Subsequently, this has

collection with the staff, as the Caches & Curious exhibit

grown a culture of

sets to launch in May. The exotic bird egg collection that

birdwatching enthusiasts

has been passed down through two generations of her

while eliminating egg

family opens a window into her family’s past.

collecting as a hobby.

Francis Hansford Hora, Willa’s Great-Grandfather, was a

“The collection was passed

surgeon and surveyor in England, who traveled abroad

down on my mother’s side of the family, and when the

during the 1850s & 1860s, while working for the East

time came to clean out her house, I came across this

India Company. During his travels, Hora actively

small box with all sorts and sizes of eggs in it. I am

collected shells and exotic bird eggs, eventually sharing

fascinated by the fact that this collection was something

them with many of the top scientists in their respective

of interest to one of my ancestors over a hundred years

fields in London.

ago.”, says Bagley.

Egg collecting was very popular in Europe and the

Come see collecting of a bygone era where the Hora

United States in the late 1800s and early 1900s. The only

Egg Collection will be on display during the run of the

skill that was required was locating and collecting the

Caches & Curios exhibit in the Helen Jeffris Wood

eggs from nests in one piece. The growth of this hobby

Museum Center.

www.rchs.us

Willa Bagley, with the Hora Egg
Collection.
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Proud to serve the community
for over 130 years

Mercy’s roots were planted in 1883, when Dr. Henry

Throughout the years, our goal has remained the

Palmer opened Janesville’s first hospital. We are proud

same—to help you stay healthy. That’s why we make

of our long, rich heritage, and honored that we have cared

it easy for you and your family to receive care when it’s

for generations of Rock County families.

convenient for you. From pediatrics and preventive care
to heart and cancer care, to so much more, we will
do whatever it takes to make you feel better and keep
you well.

It’s the way anything worth doing should be done.
With all our heart. With all our mind.

®
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MercyHealthSystem.org
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Collections Corner

by Laurel Fant • Collection's Manager

Our community members answered our call for objects and have offered to loan their
collections for Caches & Curios.

Thanks to them, you can....
Shudder at the
variety of bugs
from Wisconsin!

Enjoy a 100 year old egg collection
MARVEL AT
THE SIZE OF A
MAMMOTH BONE!

Have a close
encounter
with a
meteorite

Feel the coolness of
Wisconsins official rock or
the roughness of our mineral

and so
much more...

We are still accepting loans of your collection for our monthly changing display within
the year-long Caches & Curios exhibit. You may get to see Congressman Paul Ryan’s
collection, along with area city officials, such as Chief Moore’s collection of police
badges of Janesville, and Rock County Historical Society board president Tim Maahs’
jadite pieces.
For more information on the exhibit, visit rchs.us/caches-curios

www.rchs.us
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BLAST FROM THE PAST:

Curious Cabinets:
By Nathan Fuller • Education Curator

One of the centerpieces of our new

in

displaying

is a great modern example of the

exhibit “Caches and Curios” is a

works from Dürer and Brueghel, along

cabinet of curiosity model, being filled

colossal, ornate cabinet, filled with

with a whole assortment of other

to the brim with items based solely on

curious

items

curiosities. Tsar Peter the Great of

the whim of its owner and builder.

themselves are superb, the case is also

Russia founded his own collection in

a wonder to behold. It is called a

1714 and many other monarchs across

“kunstkabinett.”

German,

Europe began a collecting craze

“kunstkabinett” literally means “art

which inspired both awe and derision

cabinet”, but historically the word

from their subjects. In England and

“cabinet” referred more to a room,

France, minor nobles began collecting

rather than actual wooden furniture. It

furiously, taking advantage of Imperial

refers to physical places in the castles

appointments to further their mania.

things.

While

the

In

his

“kunstkammer”,

goods were kept and displayed for
visitors to see and marvel over.
Undoubtedly, the goal was to impress
one’s subjects, friends, and enemies
alike with their sophisticated tastes
and ability to acquire such items.
From

Renaissance

collection put together by George
Kemp Tallman, grandson of William M.
Tallman; his collection spans the globe
in his pursuit for indigenous tribal
material culture. The rest of the items

By the 1800s, gentlemen of business

of curiosities from Rock County and

were becoming prolific collectors,

beyond, testifying to the ongoing

building fantastic geologic, biologic,

pursuit of collecting among all classes

and archaeologic collections. These

of people. Humans seem to have a

were then displayed in their homes to

knack for collecting things both useful

show their acumen as scientists,

and unnecessary. Some items are

travelers, and amateur historians.

collected

Many of the first public museums,

monetary and sentimental), rareness,

for

their

value

(both

onward,

including the British Museum and the

or utility, while others simply cannot

collecting became a rich person’s

Mütter Museum, were originally the

be let go and are hoarded to the

sphere

and

was

only

private collections of the wealthier

extreme. It is our hope that “Caches

limited

to

those

the

members of society. P.T. Barnum was

and Curios” sheds light on the actual

disposable income to procure rare and

probably the best known American to

items that people collect, the stories

interesting specimens, either through

have his own bizarre collection of

behind those items, and on the idea of

travel or by purchase. The Holy

interesting

the

collecting, both the activity and the

Roman Emperor, Rudolf II (1576-1612)

“wunderkammer” or “wonder room”.

excesses to which people pursue

kept an amazing collection of artwork

Wisconsin’s own “House on the Rock”

certain interests.
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the

Curios” exhibit were part of the

in the exhibit are an odd assortment

and palaces of the rich where fine
works of art, tapestries, and luxury

Many of the items in the “Caches and

essentially
who

had

items,

dubbed
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JANESVILLE

HOSTS THE PARKER PEN EXHIBIT
BMO Harris, a 2015 corporate sponsor of the Rock County Historical
Society will host the Parker Pen exhibit Making Their Mark in the lobby
of their downtown location at 100 North Main St. in Janesville. The
exhibit will be free to the public and open Monday - Friday from
9:00 am – 4:30pm from March – November, 2015. The exhibit,
curated by the Rock County Historical Society staff and interns, has
been at the Olde Towne Mall the past year. Several items will be
replaced to show additional samples of the Parker collection.
“We are very excited to host this piece of Janesville history in our
downtown location’s lobby through November” says Cheryl Peterson,
BMO Harris Bank Community Affairs. “The stories, artifacts, photos
and interactive kiosk of the Parker Pen is an impressive exhibit that
everyone should see and appreciate.”
The exhibit features an interpretive kiosk timeline of the Parker Pen
Company, advertising, photographs of the Parker Pen Band and the
Penettes and a variety of pens designed and sold since 1892. Visitors
are invited to write about their memories of the company in a guest
register. Many have shared about their own or those of a family
member’s experience as an employee, their personal pleasure in
owning a Parker Pen or what they have gathered as memorabilia since
the company’s closing.

GIFTS OF GOOD TASTE

MacFarlane Pheasants oﬀers one-of-a-kind tastes and
unique gift packs sure to be perfect for a corporate gift,
holiday celebration or special someone.
CHOOSE FROM UNIQUE GIFT PACKS INCLUDING:
• Multi Game Pack

• Smoked Pheasant
Snack Pack

• Smoked Pheasant
with Mustard

• Sausage Sampler with Olives

Open Monday – Saturday

MacFarlanes ships gift packages via UPS.

Just the exquisite flavor
nature intended.

2821 S US Highway 51 • Janesville, WI 53546-8945

www.pheasantfordinner.com
or Toll Free 800-345-8348
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PO Box 8096 • Janesville, WI 53545
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Gift Shop Highlight: Parker Pens
Parker Pens are available in the Helen Jeffris Wood Museum
Center’s gift shop! The Parker Pen company was founded in
Janesville in 1888 by George Safford Parker with his innovative
designs for pens that greatly reduced the leakage of ink, which
was a problem with most pens on the market at the time. The
groundbreaking designs and high quality standards of Parker
Pens allowed the company to quickly grow into a successful
international company that was consistently number one in
worldwide writing instrument sales. In 2015, over 125 years after
the founding of the company, Parker Pens continue to not only
push the envelope with inventive pen designs, but also continue
to be a popular writing instrument worldwide. Even though
Parker Pens stopped being manufactured in Janesville in 2009,
the influence of the Parker Pen Company can still be seen
throughout Janesville today. Do not miss your opportunity to
own a piece of the innovative history of Parker Pens by
purchasing one of the two styles available at the Rock County
Historical Society!
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Parker Pens can be purchased at the
Helen Jeffris Wood Museum Center for $19.95 + tax.

The Rock County Historical Socity enriches and
engages the communities in Rock County Wisconsin
through preservation and dissemination of the
unique history and heritage of our area

